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Abstract. We present a system for for computer-aided WSD mark-up of texts
in Spanish. The system is is based on Anaya dictionary, uses a Spanish
morphological analyzer and a WSD method based on Lesk algorithm (along
with the other standard strategies). This tool reduces time and effort for
preparation WSD-marked corpora in Spanish. We also discuss the requirement
for such type of systems, which our particular system satisfies only partially.

1 Introduction
Words in a typical explanatory dictionary have different senses; this is known as
polysemy. However, in a text each word occurrence corresponds to only one of these
dictionary senses. The problem of determining this word sense used in a given text is
referred to as word sense disambiguation (WSD). There are different methods for
WSD that can be classified into two main groups: statistical methods [1, 4, 6, 10] and
methods based on knowledge sources [3, 7, 8, 5].
The methods of either type require preliminary data preparation both for automatic
learning and for automatic verification of results that permits to evaluate the quality of
the method. Hence the necessity for a tool that would allow for manual or computeraided sense marking in texts. We do not call it “semi-automatic” since the important
decisions are taken by the human and not by the computer; an automatic or
semiautomatic tool of this kind is currently impossible since modern WSD methods
still have low precision.
In the rest of the paper, we first discuss the requirements for an “ideal” tool of this
kind, and then describe the system we developed for Spanish, which satisfies the most
part of these requirements.
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2 Requirements for a WSD Markup Tool
It is desirable that a system for computer-aided WSD markup of texts in any language
be able to:
 Pass automatically to the next word in the text that can have different senses and
present to the user a list of possible senses of each word (the words having only
one sense can be marked automatically),
In particular, the program should skip auxiliary words because their senses
normally are irrelevant for WSD. However, the user should be able to manually
choose the words that the program normally skips.
 Give the user a possibility to choose one or several senses that the word has in the
given context with the minimum number of actions (clicks and movements),
 Suggest automatically the most probable sense(s) and then wait for a user
confirmation.
If the task is that multiple senses are allowed, then the confirmation is just a
click on the OK button. However, if exactly one sense is to be chosen, then the
user is to choose one sense from this small list; the senses should be ordered
according to their probabilities so that in the majority of the cases the user could
click at the OK button, which is equivalent to select the first one.
The system that skips auxiliary words and calculates the probabilities of word
senses should use various procedures of linguistic analysis, namely:
 Processing of the given language’s morphology:
- Automatic morphological analysis,
- Generation of lemmas,
- Resolution of parts of speech (POS) ambiguity and ordering of lemmas
according to the probabilities of their parts of speech in the text. If syntactic
analysis (full or partial) is used for these purposes, then lemmas should be
ordered according to the results of syntactic analysis.
 Implementation of different WSD strategies or their combinations (the user should
have the possibility to choose the desired combination of these methods):
- Statistical and/or knowledge-based methods. In addition, the option should be
included to order the lemmas according to the POS probability, according to
the WSD strategy, or some combination,
- “Always first sense” strategy: the sense that is listed first in the dictionary is
taken; this is rather good strategy because lexicographers tend to order senses
intuitively according to their “importance” which in many cases coincides with
their frequency in texts, see some considerations in [7],
- “One sense per document” strategy [10]: the system supposes that the sense
once used in the document will be repeated in the same document. For the first
occurrence of the word, the sense is to be chosen by user and; for this, other
strategies should be applied for suggesting the most probable sense, but all
other occurrences of this word in the document are supposed to have the same
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the system.

sense. In addition, in this case the system should have an option of cleaning up
all the data about the used word senses, in case if there are several documents
in the file being processed.
We do not mention here some additional features: for example, what should be
done in case that the dictionary is changed—say, some senses are merged or a new
sense appears? The system should have a mode to reprocess the texts without
unnecessary repetition of a manual work.

2 Tool We Developed
We developed such a tool for Spanish (Fig. 1). Of the requirements discussed above,
the only one that our system does not implement is the resolution of POS ambiguity.
Also, of the WSD strategies we have implemented only a version of the Lesk
algorithm [7]; finally, we did not implement any graphical interface for combination
of different WSD methods (this is changed directly in the program code if needed).
We used Anaya dictionary as the source for words and senses. This dictionary has
more than 30,000 headwords. We preferred it over Spanish WordNet [9] because the
latter has definitions in English while our WSD method needs definitions in Spanish.
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It is possible to use any other explanatory dictionary in the corresponding format (we
used a Paradox database).
For morphological processing, we applied a Spanish morphological analyzer /
generator developed in our laboratory [1].
According to our experiments, the best results are achieved by combining the
strategy of “one sense per document” and one of the WSD methods. The number of
necessary clicks is more than 25% less in comparison with marking without system
prompt. Note that the incorrect prompt is not penalized with any additional clicks
because we use a mode in which only one sense is allowed.

3 Conclusions
We discussed the desired features of a system for computer-aided WSD marking of
texts. We have presented a system for Spanish based on Anaya dictionary, which uses
Spanish morphological analyzer and a WSD method based on the Lesk algorithm
(along with some other standard strategies). The developed computer-aided tool
allows for spending less time and effort for WSD text preparation in comparison with
purely manual work.
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